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In fashion design, the designer strives for the development of ideas in view of significant 

visual goals. The process of specifying and developing ideas is a highly visual process. 

Based on what has been ‘seen’ as for example in a reference material or in explorations, 

designers define possible tracks to follow, decide which ideas to deepen or which ones 

to reject. Their activities can thus be described as a process of seeing. 

There is nothing novel about the importance of seeing as an act in the design process; on 

the contrary, seeing, is usually an intuitive act that any designer explicates throughout 

the process of shaping his/her vision. However, the systematisation of seeing in the 

design process in order to advance ways of working in the field of fashion design is still 

very much an area that is open for further research.

In this thesis, possible ways of seeing are explored through experiments in different 

stages of the design process. Based on an image serving as a point of departure, seen 

elements were derived and put in relation to a body in a two-dimensional photographic 

sketching stage, in accordance with different ideas of dress. Selected ideas were then 

further elaborated and explored in terms of their design possibilities.

The results of the experiments are propositions of design ideas that have been ‘seen’ 

in a single sketch or a series of sketches. The contribution of this licentiate thesis are: 

1) A thorough mapping of two design stages (point of departure and two-dimensional 

sketching stage), and how they provide a deeper understanding of the design process, 

leading to 2) an improved sensibility with regard to design possibilities, their value and 

developments, and finally 3) the establishing of a methodology with which to discern 

the composition of a visual language/vision in fashion design based on ‘seeing’. 

The act of seeing is presented as the fundamental tool of designing for shaping a 

vision. By delving into the systematisation of the notion of seeing in a fashion design 

process, a methodology of seeing is introduced, which aims to enhance the possible 

ways of visualisation when designing.

Keywords: seeing, fashion design process, image, dress, visual language
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This thesis builds on thoughts and observations that were collected between 2004 and 
2015, and summarises the research that has was conducted between 2010 and 2015. 
The thoughts and observations come from three main sources. 

Firstly, my education and training at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Antwerp, 
Belgium. Secondly, my professional experience gained at the fashion house Balenciaga 
in Paris, France. Thirdly, the teaching experience gained at the Swedish School of 
Textiles, Borås, Sweden. These three sources have influenced my perception and 
understanding of ways of working in fashion design, in particular how designers strive 
to achieve specific visual goals and develop their vision.

The thesis has a dual structure: one practical and one theoretical. The act of seeing, 
is explicated in the first part through practical design investigations, which present a 
practical framework consisting of four main phases: 

 - ‘Before Seeing’: This is where the journey of seeing in a design process begins. By 
using an object of reference as the point of departure (in this case a photograph), 
certain ideas are triggered for further development in the next phase.

 - Seeing Exploration 1’: In this second phase of exploration, elements from the 
referential image are selected and related to the figure of the human body, which 
triggers further ideas. Some of these ideas are selected for further elaboration. 

 - ‘Deepening of Seeing Exploration 1’: Here each selected idea is explored further 
by delving into different perspectives regarding how one concept could be 
perceived. One scenario illustrates this deepening with a visual focus while three 
further scenarios explicate this verbally.

 - ‘The Discarded Series’: This last phase summarises two exploratory series that 
have not been selected for further exploration. The design possibilities and the 
values of these series which are equally based on the referential image, remain 
unknown.

The practical part serves to introduce the act of seeing as well as to highlight the visual 
investigation before presenting a theoretical framework. 

The theoretical framework forms the second part of the thesis, and presents related 
research, a reflection and results as well as a final discussion.
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All creation starts with an unstoppable idea that is slowly, iteratively, moulded into 

a representative form. In fashion, that unstoppable idea often originates from an 

image. So fundamental is the image to the creation process in fashion design that it 

has been called “the chromosome of a collection” (De Looz, 2013). At the end of the 

day, however, the image is not what matters; rather it is the associations that the image 

triggers in the mind and eye of the designer, which then generate the foundation of the 

form, which in turn emerges as a result of a process.

The defining and development of an idea are fundamental to forming a vision. Ideas 

are the culmination of influence, experience, technique and approach, based on the 

way something has been “seen” throughout the design process. A trained eye knows 

what to search for, look at, and further refine what has been seen into a powerful 

interrelationship between body and ‘dress’. In this thesis ‘seeing’ is explored as to 

provide insight into the act of designing in order to better define and develop an idea 

and achieve a specific visual goal. 

A fashion designer’s way of seeing is fundamental for his/her work. There have been  

remarkable moments of seeing in fashion design as, for example, Yohji Yamamoto’s 

take on the concept of a wedding dress in his 1999 défilé (Vogue, 1999), or Martin 

Margiela’s way of seeing a fur jacket in a new light by embroidering price-tag fasteners 

(Van Dyk, 2010). Another more recent example is Rick Owens’ Spring 2015 collection 

(Vogue, 2014), for which he imagined Marcel Breuer’s way of seeing a dancer’s tulle 

whilst designing. However, the spectator only experiences a final result and occasionally 

receives information regarding a point of departure. The experiments, demonstrating 

the beautiful imperfections, little flaws, or undeveloped accomplishments that led to 

these exquisite visual achievements are usually neither released nor further explored. 

How have the visuals from the point of departure been developed into the visuals of 

the resulting work? During the process visuals are transformed and shaped, becoming 

another, which is based on the designer’s way of seeing. Ways, habits and fashions 

of ‘seeing’ are formed from a very early stage of personal development. ‘Seeing’ thus 

becomes a natural act for the creative mind, and often underlies unconscious and 

intuitional acts in a design process, that is driven by patterns/habits related to seeing. 

This is maybe why it has not yet been much systematically explored in a research 

context. 

The objective of this research is to explore methods that are based on the idea that 



‘seeing’ constitutes a tool in the working process, and to improve a sensibility with 

regard to design possibilities, their value and development. This is conducted through 

practice-based design experiments that serve as foundations for reflections on 

methods of seeing (seeing patterns/methodology), as well as through a theoretical 

framework that passes through the various levels of seeing throughout the process 

(concept/idea development).
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The design explorations, presented in this thesis in the form of experiments, are 

used as examples of ways of seeing that occur throughout the design process. These 

experiments represent possibilities, a choice of what can be seen with regard to visuals, 

values, and ideas. The practical investigations in this work consist of the following four 

parts:

1. ‘BEFORE SEEING’ 

This introductory part deals with the point of departure, which is used to initiate the 

ideation phase. The photograph Shapes on concrete was chosen as a starting point for 

the journey of seeing that is described in the practical part of this thesis, and thus serves 

as a foundation for all of the explorations described herein. ‘Before Seeing’ focuses on 

a first derivation of ideas by examining the photograph from various perspectives, and 

subsequently reflects upon the various possibilities related to what can be seen based 

on a single referential starting point for the design process.

2. ‘SEEING EXPLORATION 1’ 

This is a two-dimensional design investigation in which elements of the reference image 

Shapes on concrete were selected and related to a human figure through photographic 

sketching. The resulting sketches are displayed as a three-part series (triptych), in 

which the original silhouette sketch is presented along with two variations. The first 

variation is an inversion of the superimposed shapes of the original; the second is an 

inversion of the entire original. This representation extends the visual subtleties of the 

original sketch and enhances the possibilities for what can be seen in the template. The 

triptychs are then used to define and derive ideas. The paralleling of image and text – a 

silhouette proposal in three variations and an idea formulation, represented by a verb 

– leads the seeing in a specific direction, and suggests possibilities as well as limitations 

with regard to further exploration.

3. ‘DEEPENING OF SEEING EXPLORATION 1’ 

This exploration deals with a further reflection, as well as the refining of several 

ideas (deepening). Based on one silhouette sketch from ‘SEEING EXPLORATION 1’, 

four scenarios have been constructed in order to deepen the selected ideas and to 

investigate various perspectives on how the idea could be elaborated. Each example 

explicates the deepening of an idea differently. 



The first is based on the idea of ‘lineing’, which is analysed using four concepts 

(lineing, breaking, curving, transposing). In the second example, the idea of ‘layering’ 

is expanded upon and examined from various perspectives, and a second reference 

material (Hieronymus Bosch’s The Garden of Earthly Delights) is added to the original 

sketch. The third example focuses on one of the sketch’s elements (the colour black), 

which is used as a keyword to spark references from ’The Mind’s Miscellany’ (a text, 

an artist, and a collection) in order to delve into ways of seeing and thus intensify 

thoughts related to the idea of colouring and, consequently, to stimulate thoughts 

regarding different focus points (contrasting, foregrounding/backgrounding, 

texturing). Finally, the interaction between two references (the sketch and a costume) 

is observed. The interaction of the visual impulses is looked upon from various angles 

from juxtaposing, merging or infusing to clashing of various ideas.

4. ‘THE DISCARDED SERIES’

‘SEEING EXPLORATION 2’ and ‘SEEING EXPLORATION 3’ are presented in this 

part. Just as in ‘SEEING EXPLORATION 1’, these series of silhouette proposals take 

Shapes on concrete as a point of departure but, in contrast, were not selected for 

further exploration within this practical investigation. This decision is based on a 

selection process rather than resulting from an assessment of their value or design 

possibilities. In reference to their potential for designing, these scrapped ideas thus 

remain ‘unknown territory’. ‘THE DISCARDED SERIES’ reflects the act of scrapping 

experiments or ideas which is explicated in any fashion design process and which can 

follow various assessment guidelines from a simple selecting of a certain material 

according to its design potential to a momentary setting aside or a rejecting.
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It all starts with an image. Any image.

What do you see? 

No. 

Go deeper. 

What do you really see?

Perhaps an interesting line?

But an interesting line of what? 

 a neckline? 

 a hemline? 

 a seam line? 

And for what

 the cut? 

 a graphical pattern?
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Maybe you don’t see a line at all, but

 a composition of shapes? 

 an arrangement of certain shades of colour?
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Or you might find the contrast

 between soft and hard

 between flowing and still 

far more interesting to explore.
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The more you push, the more 

 concepts you see

 underlying patterns you discover

 intriguing layers you find 

you start considering the way they affect and influence each other.
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Then stop

 reflect.

What is missing?

You have overlooked 

 the idea of fading

 how the shapes dissolve

  whilst their outlines remain. 

Then again

 do you see this as fading, or perhaps framing?
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BEFORE SEEINg

Now we can start.

You must make decisions. 

What 

 do you see?

Where 

 do you go?

Get rid of the image.

What remains? 

 how would you verbalise it?

  structuring? 

  texturing? 

  layering? 

  shaping? 
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What else?

 pixelating? 

 dissolving? 

 distorting?

 rotating?

 scaling?

 proportioning?

 dropping?

 inflating?

 twisting?

 slicing?

 carving?
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BEFORE SEEINg

Wait

 maybe you went too far? 

Or maybe you ignited a spark of ’The Mind’s Miscellany’

Whatever the

 idea

 residual image (visual impulse)

 focal point

it is fully approved. 

You draw the

 connections. 

It is 

 your 

  creative process. 

your 

 vision. 

your

 way of seeing.
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SEEINg ExPOlRaTION 1 

A FIRST CONVERGENCE OF BODY AND FORM

a STUdY IN TwO dImENSIONS
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Follow me

 building relationships

  with the body

We start with

 a shape and a body
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CARVING

  the shape 
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ELONGATING 

the carved shape
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ADDING 

 another shape
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DISTORTING 

 the added shape
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SQUEEZING

 of the basic shape
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A further SQUEEZING 

 of the basic shape

REMOVING 

 the added shape
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REPLACING  

 the shape with another
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And yet

 another

  defined through

   MIRORRING
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CARVING 

 the mirrored shape
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Then 

 NARROWING
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CUTTING

 the shape’s length
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Back to length

 CROSSING

  the shapes
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SCALING (DOWN)
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Then

 TRIMMING
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Repeating 

 the mirrored shape 

on another part of the body

 through INTERSECTING
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ANGLING 

 the newly added shapes
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Then SLICING 

 one part of the mirrored shape
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LEVELING

 the other half
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ADDING 

 another mirrored shape

/

EXCHANGING

 the lower shape 

   with another
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INVERTING 

 the  lower shapes
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RELOCATING

 the abbreviated shapes
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And finally 

 SWITCHING
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dEEPENINg SEEINg ExPlORaTION 1
dEEPENINg 1

Now one sketch is chosen (from ‘SEEING EXPLORATION 1’)

To delve into Seeing 

To deepen the idea.

.

LINEING is the first idea, to deepen

What possibilities can be seen,

From which perspectives can it be approached?

One single sketch 

Numerous compositions of lines

Each one different in expression

Each one representing a set of visual impulses 

Each one building on a specific set of principles

Four principles are chosen to exemplify possible compositions:

 LINEING

 CURVING

 BREAKING

And

 TRANSPOSING

Compositions are formed
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By a fragmentary approach through

 Lines

 Surfaces

 Shapes

The building blocks for FORMING
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Example #1

LINEING
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Example #2

LINEING – LINEING - LINEING
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Example #3

CURVING – CURVING - CURVING
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Example #4

LINEING – BREAKING - LINEING
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Example #3

CURVING – BREAKING -  CURVING 
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Example #4

LINEING – BREAKING – BREAKING - LINEING
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Example #5

TRANSPOSING – vertically and horizontally
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Example #6

TRANSPOSING – vertically, horizontally, and angularly
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ThE lINES

LINEING – BREAKING - LINEING
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CURVING - CURVING – LINEING - LINEING
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LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING - LINEING
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LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING - LINEING
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LINEING – BREAKING – BREAKING – LINEING – LINEING - LINEING
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LINEING – BREAKING – BREAKING - LINEING
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LINEING – BREAKING – BREAKING – BREAKING  - LINEING
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LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – BREAKING – LINEING - LINEING
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LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – BREAKING - LINEING
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LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – BREAKING – LINEING – LINEING - LINEING - 

BREAKING
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LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – BREAKING – 

BREAKING - LINEING
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LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – BREAKING - LINEING
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LINEING – BREAKING – BREAKING – BREAKING - LINEING
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CURVING – BREAKING – BREAKING – BREAKING - CURVING
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LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – BREAKING - LINEING
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LINEING – LINEING – BREAKING – LINEING – BREAKING – LINEING - BREAKING - 

LINEING
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LINEING – BREAKING – BREAKING – LINEING – BREAKING – LINEING – BREAKING     

– LINEING - BREAKING
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CURVING – BREAKING – BREAKING – CURVING – BREAKING – CURVING –      

BREAKING – CURVING - BREAKING
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TRANSPOSING (VERTICALLY)
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TRANSPOSING (VERTICALLY AND HORIZONTALLY)
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TRANSPOSING (VERTICALLY, HORIZONTALLY, AND ANGULARLY)
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ThE SURFacES

LINEING – LINEING –LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING
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CURVING – CURVING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – 

LINEING
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LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING - LINEING
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Left part of surface: BREAKING – LINEING – BREAKING - LINEING

Right part of surface: LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING
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Left part of surface: LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING

Right part of surface: LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – BREAKING – BREAKING 

BREAKING – LINEING
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Left part of surface: LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – 

LINEING – LINEING  - LINEING

Right part of surface: BREAKING – LINEING – BREAKING – BREAKING – 

BREAKING - BREAKING
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Left part of surface: LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – BREAKING – LINEING

Right part of surface: LINEING – LINEING – LINEING – BREAKING – LINEING – 

LINEING - BREAKING – LINEING
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Left part of surface: BREAKING – LINEING – LINEING - LINEING

Right part of surface: LINEING – LINEING – LINEING  - LINEING – BREAKING – 

LINEING - BREAKING - LINEING
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ThE ShaPES
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  133
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  139
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  141
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There are many more principles to explore with regard to FORMING

How about

SCALING

Or

DISTORTING

Or

DECONSTRUCTING (DISSECTING)

Or

There might be 

 Lines

 Surfaces, 

 Shapes 

That cannot be explained by any of these principles

But instead they remove themselves in order to explore new formations that cannot 

be reasonably traced           
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But for now we end with 

 LINEING

 BREAKING 

 CURVING 

And

 TRANSPOSING
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dEEPENINg 2 
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Back to the sketch.

Now we start over

Let’s paint the sketch into the middle of 

The Garden of Earthly Delights (Bosch, 1490 - 1510)

But hasn’t Dior just painted the most delicate vision of Hieronymus Bosch’s 
masterpiece into our heads with their latest haute couture collection (Vogue, 2015)?

A most intricate interaction of colour.

A superb selection of materials

 So diverse

 So unusual

 So contrary.

Silhouettes, 

 As light as air

 As heavy as lead 

Compositions,

 That challenge the eye

 That strive towards new worlds…

And still, that’s where we’ll go

And find another way of seeing,

Another world to explore.
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The sketch so rich in layers

All the sensitivities

The subtleties 

To delve into

One way of Seeing 

 LAYERING from the perspective of LINEING

A second way of Seeing 

 LAYERING from the perspective of DROPPING

A third way of Seeing 

 LAYERING from the perspective of INTERTWINING
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dEEPENINg 3 
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Now imagine

BLACK

 No Lines

 No Surfaces

 No Shapes,

Find another Form

Another way to see 

Another way to approach 

What comes to mind?

 A text of Ian Johnston’s (Johnston, 2014)

  A new perception of black.

  As deep as has never been experienced 

  Erasing 

  Any feature

  Any contour

  Leaving 

  Infinite space.
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What else?

 Pierre Soulages (Centre Georges Pompidou, 2009).

  The painter of black

  The master of texture

  Black in the most numerous shades

And a reference in fashion?

 Victor and Rolf’s Fall 2001 ready-to-wear (Vogue, 2001)

  Black silhouettes 

  So strong in shape, so rich in detail

And what do you make of all of those references?

 Has the black of your silhouette sketch gained in depth?

 Is it richer in texture?

 Stronger in shape?
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The ‘Seeing’ is different.

Different in awareness,

Experienced possibilities, 

Learned limitations

Black, the idea of COLOURING

How 

To approach?

How 

To see the sketch?

 Through Johnston’s VANISHING?

 Through Soulage’s TEXTURING?

 Through Victor and Rolf’s DETAILING and CONTRASTING?
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The sketch 

And 

The fish suit

 A piece of ‘dress’

 An object that was found

 Reminiscent of another world

  The stage

 Representative of another nature

  The creature a fish

 Another influence

To

Parallel

 A JUXTAPOSING

Combine

 A MERGING

Imbue

 An INFUSING

Oppose

 A CLASHING
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What to see 

What to make of the arrangement/compilation?

What to choose to work with

The interplay of opaqueness and transparency (sketch) 

  In relation to 

  A delicate, graphical sequin structure (fish suit)

  MODIFYING properties, STRUCTURING

The opposition of sculptural features (sketch)

  And

   Aquatic (fish) locomotion

    CLASHING of MOVING

The infusion of lines (sketch)

  And

   Flatness (fish suit)

     LINEING, FLATTENING 

And here we end

For now
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ThE dIScaRdEd SERIES
SEEINg ExPlORaTION 2

(STILL) UNKNOWN TERRITORY

The two series that follow have been discarded, and are not further explored. 

Another approach, based on Shapes on concrete. 

Another way of working. 

Another way of seeing.

One exploration 

With different shapes derived from the departing image, 

Brushstroke-like transformed, 

Then monochromised in deep bluish black. 

The other exploration 

Represents shapes that have been carved out ‘freely’ from the template, 

Not to follow any predefined shape.
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Another view

  another shape

  another relation to the body
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A slight

 TILTING



170  
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ELONGATING
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INVERTING

 the black

   to white
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Back to black

  ADDING

  a second shape
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ALIGNING

 the second shape vertically
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And back again

  but not quite

  SHORTENING

   the  basic elongated shape
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Now 

 INVERTING

  the top shape
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And

 INVERTING

  the top and basic shapes
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POSITIONING and SCALING

 finding a relation between body  

 and shape 

  through location and  

  scale
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ACCENTUATING

 through angling 
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ACCENTUATING

 through adding and elongating
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STRETCHING



192  
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DROPPING



194  
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FANNING OUT 



196  
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RELATING

 one shape to another

  one in constant change

 while the other remains
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CCOVERING

 the body

 with one and two shapes

  in three different ways
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BALANCING

 the body

  between hiding

 and revealing
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PROPORTIONING

 of body

  and shape
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FOREGROUNDING

 BACKGROUNDING
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CONTRASTING



208  
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ROTATING



210  
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REGULATING
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REVERSING



214  



  215

ACCENTUATING



216  
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DIRECTING (working with directions)

 one shape

  towards another



218  



  219

WEIGHING
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ThE dIScaRdEd SERIES
SEEINg ExPlORaTION 3
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Again a new shape 

 freely cut around two shapes of the departing image

  and a body
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STRETCHING

 the shape 
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Then

 ROTATING
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CARVING 

 the shape
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ELONGATING

 the carved shape
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Back to the original shape

 another way of

  CARVING
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INCREASING

 then 

  SQUEEZING
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Yet, another cut of shapes

 NARROWING

  and 

   LOWERING
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Adding another mirrored shape

 MODULATING

 the two shape combinations
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SLIDING



240  
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FADING



242  
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SCALEING



244  
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ELONGATING



246  
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Then turning the shape upside down

 again ELONGATING



248  
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LAYERING 

 two shapes

  in different ways
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PaRT II
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RESUlTS aNd REFlEcTIONS
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ON ThE NOTION OF SEEINg

SEEING IN THEORY

Seeing has been widely discussed from various perspectives, as for example, by art 

theorists, writers, and philosophers who have dealt with seeing, the visual sense or 

forms of visualization in various ways. Here are some examples:

John Berger’s Ways of Seeing is one prominent work from art theory that exquisitely 

deals with seeing in the context of how we look at western art, delving into layers of 

meaning (Berger, 1972).

Edward Tufte has dealt with seeing as an analytical tool in relation to forms of data 

visualization (Tufte, 1997). 

Within photography, two examples of an analytical approach that have influenced 

of how the world can be perceived are Susan Sontag’s On Photography and Roland 

Barthes’ Camera Lucida (Barthes, 1981; Sontag, 1977).

The philosopher Nelson Goodman, reflects in his book Ways of Worldmaking upon 

seeing in relation to ways of how ‘worlds’ are composed (Goodman, 1978). 

In The World of Perception, Maurice Merleau-Ponty delves into ‘seeing’ by connecting 

the perceiving of the world to the bodily experience (Merleau-Ponty, 2002). 

While these remarkable works can certainly add to a thinking process related to forms 

of ‘seeing’, the ‘seeing’ that is dealt with by these authors is an analytical approach and 

differs from the one in this thesis.

SEEING IN ART PRACTICE

In this thesis, seeing is explored and discussed from the perspective of fashion design 

practice. While the notion of seeing in art analysis, for example, focuses on descriptive 

aspects with regard to the dissection (analysis) of an artwork, seeing in the context 

of fashion design practice relates to the act of seeing that is performed throughout 

the design process and which aims to develop a particular outcome (vision). The 

developing of a vision is accomplished gradually and nonlinearly through design 

experiments (explorations), which are, in the context of this thesis, used to initiate as 

well as to test ideas with regard to their potential. 
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The explorations serve as a ground for acts of seeing in relation to the triggering and 

development of ideas, and not as a basis for description or analysis.

The act of seeing in a design process is a natural and unconscious act that designers 

explicate when creating. This is perhaps why it has not yet been much systematically 

explored within a research context.

This work predominantly builds on the works of artists and designers, including their 

writings on art or design practice, as well as their reflections in relation to vision and 

seeing. 

Josef Albers expresses the significance of vision and seeing in many of his writings, 

including Formulation: Articulation, Despite Straight Lines, and Interaction of Color, 

where he reflects upon seeing through his colour explorations as follows: 

“What counts here – first and last – is not so-called knowledge 

of so-called facts, but vision – seeing. 

Seeing here implies Schauen (as in Weltanschauung) and is coupled 

with fantasy, with imagination” (Albers, 1963, p. 2).

Here, Albers describes seeing in relation to fantasy and imagination (inventiveness), 

and in consequence points to a difference with regard to other kinds of seeing. 

Many artists have in some way acknowledged the notion of seeing in autobiographic 

literature by choosing terms related to vision for their book titles, as well as by 

reflecting upon related notions when discussing art practice. Here are some examples:

László Moholy-Nagy’s The New Vision and Abstract of an Artist describes his views on 

educational principles and methods regarding the notions of ‘Material’, ‘Volume’ and 

‘Space’, which were developed and practiced during his time at the Bauhaus. (Moholy-

Nagy, 1947). 

Vision in Motion is an extension of The New Vision, and focuses on Moholy-Nagy’s time 

at the IIT Institute of Design in Chicago. 
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As the title suggests, the primary contribution of this methodological work to the field 

is the concept of motion. Moholy-Nagy expanded on this work by relating the acts of 

‘seeing’ and ‘moving’ (Moholy-Nagy, 1947, p. 12).

With the title That’s the Way I See it, David Hockney offers ‘a different way of seeing’, an 

act that breaks with tradition and conventionality. His profound explorations of form 

and different media have resulted in an alternative vision of the world. For Hockney, 

‘seeing’ is equal to ‘feeling’: 

“In art, new ways of seeing mean new ways of feeling; you can’t divorce the two, as, 

we are now aware, you cannot have time without space and space without time.” 

(Hockney,1993, p.165).

Another work reflecting upon an artist’s practice in relation to seeing is Laurence 

Weschler’s biography of Robert Irwin. As a series of conversations between an artist and 

a critic, Seeing Is Forgetting the Name of the Thing One Sees (Weschler, 2008) describes 

Irwin’s art-making process through his observations, thoughts, and decisions.

One work that comes as close as possible to the act of seeing from an explorative and 

methodological point of view is Paul Klee’s The Thinking Eye. This, the first volume 

of Klee’s notebooks pinpoints a form of visual thinking through explorations which 

take the shape of sketches paralleled with text. The explorations delve into the 

underlying principles of his artwork, dealing with a wide range of aspects from form to 

composition and colour (Klee 1961 ).

SEEING IN RELATION TO LEARNING

Seeing in relation to learning has been highlighted by Heinrich Wölfflin: 

“‘[L]earning to see’ is learning to recognize, or in other words to learn to make 

judgements for the purpose of intensive and pure enjoyment. Seeing, in this sense, is 

not a thing of the retina and lenses, it is an activity that circumscribes the whole soul.” 

(Wölfflin, 1950, cited in Horowitz & Danilowitz, 2006, p.13)

With this statement, Wölfflin built on the theory of the archaeologist Heinrich Brunn 

who “demanded that drawing classes throw out the old copy books and develop ‘an 

education of the eye’” (Wölfflin, 1950, cited in Horowitz & Danilowitz, 2006, p.12)
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SEEING IN FASHION DESIGN

As is discussed above, the act of seeing in fashion design is mostly an unconscious 

and intuitional act, performed by the designer. Although there have been marvellous 

moments of seeing in fashion design, this fundamental act remains widely unaccounted 

for. In his exhibition ‘Inspirations’ (Van Noten, 2015) and corresponding book, Dries 

van Noten (Golbin & Debo, 2014) offers a glimpse of two phases of the design process – 

the point of departure, and the final outcome. However, what has been ‘seen’ between 

these two stages, in the form of the experiments that led to the development of this 

final vision, remain unknown. One can but guess at how the visual impulse of the point 

of departure became that of the resulting work. 

Consequently, there is a gap from a research perspective with regard to methods and 

systematisation of seeing in the design process.
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POINT OF dEPaRTURE

 Any creative process has a point of departure, a moment in which a train of though 

is set in motion, where the mapping of ideas begins. There have been many diverging 

points of departure throughout the history of visual arts, as well as in fashion design; 

these include, but are not limited to:

 - A material as a point of departure in a design process.

 - A technique that initiates experimentation.

 - A specific condition, as for example a movement, fluidity, or a feeling, a.o., which 

sparks creative thinking.

 - The exploration of a certain form of expression such as colour, gesture, etc., as a 

trigger for ideas.

 - The departure from referential imagery such as images, objects, and other 

figurative representations.

Today’s most common point of departure is the imagery approach. At the beginning 

of each new collection, fashion houses find themselves on an ‘imagery hunt’, in which 

they attend current exhibitions, depart on research trips, stroll through flea markets, 

and visit second-hand stores in order to collect images, vintage pieces, and the like, 

resulting in up to a hundred pieces of clothing and numerous images per season. 

The process of searching for stimulating images often aggregates into a large visual 

archive, which a fashion house can draw from when building their collections. This 

is described in 032c’s interview with Nicolas Ghesquière – a member of the design 

team who is occupied solely with the gathering of visual material, collects, with 

“visual elaborateness”, between 20 and 30 images a day. This material is added to a 

large visual database or library, and which he calls “the chromosomes behind every 

collection” (De Looz, 2013, pp. 71-72).
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Some designers question this approach as, for example, Rei Kawakubo, who published 

the following statement with her SS14 collection:

“Going around museums and galleries, seeing films, talking to people, seeing 

new shops, looking at silly magazines, taking an interest in the activities of 

people in the street, looking at art, travelling: all these things are not useful, all 

these things do not help my search for something new. And neither does fashion 

history. The reason for that is that all these things above already exist. 

I only can wait for the chance for something completely new to be born within 

myself.

The way I go about looking for this from within is to start with a provisional 

‘theme’. I make an abstract in my head. I think paradoxically (oppositely) about 

patterns I have used before. I put parts of patterns where they don’t usually go. 

I break the idea of ‘clothes’. I think about using for everything what one would 

normally use for one thing. Give myself limitations. I pursue a situation where 

I am not free. I think about a world of only the tiniest, narrowest possibilities. I 

close myself. I think that everything about the way of making clothes hitherto is 

no good. This is the rule I always give myself: that nothing new can come from a 

situation that involves being free or that doesn’t involve suffering.

In order to make this SS14 collection, I wanted to change the usual route within 

my head. I tried to look at everything I look at in a different way. I thought a way 

to do this was to start out with the intention of not even trying to make clothes. 

I tried to think and feel and see as if I wasn’t making clothes.” (Rei Kawakubo, 

2013).

The statement describes a rejection of the most common parameters for a point of 

departure (in this thesis summarised as an ‘imagery approach’), and suggests in its 

place an approach relating to ‘inward looking’ – “I think paradoxically (oppositely) 

about patterns I have used before”. It is not entirely clear whether this refers to ‘cutting 

patterns’ or to ‘working patterns’ (methods), but both draw upon an already available 

parameter, be it archival material (cutting patterns) or the creative mind’s knowledge 

of ways of working (methods), as is explicated in the next chapter; ‘THE MIND’S 

MISCELLANY’. 
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Kawakubo’s declaration further relates to two aspects of this thesis: 

An idea that can be defined as ‘dislocating, which is evoked when she writes that 

“I put parts of patterns where they don’t usually go”, and the importance of a set of 

limitations as a frame for creative work, stated in “Give myself limitations” (cf. ‘SEEING 

EXPLORATION 1’; ‘DEEPENING SEEING EXPLORATION 1’).

Overall, this statement describes a journey of seeing, from a point of departure to the 

development of ideas. The way of seeing strives towards originality and diversity: “I 

tried to look at everything I look at in a different way.”

What all diverging points of departure have in common, however, whether they build 

on ‘imagery’ or on any other approach, is that they are connected to visual notions. 

Even if one were to take a word as a starting point for the triggering of ideas, as for 

example the adjective ‘slow’, would one not instantly draw visual associations in order 

to mould the term into a figurative form? ‘Slow’ could thus be a trigger for visuals 

related to motion, or might combine with imagery of time or sustainability (slow-

fashion). Equally, does not the verb ‘dislocating’, especially in relation to Comme des 

garcons’ (Rei Kawakubo) archival achievement, paint the most interesting imagery in 

one’s mind? 

As described previously, this thinking process is visually based, and can therefore be 

described as a process of seeing. The point of departure is thus the visual foundation 

from which ideas are derived, as well as the initial possibilities of how to see these ideas. 

The point of departure is not only a ground for possibilities, but a set of limitations, 

since it provides a specific set of visuals to work with. It can be regarded as the catalyst 

that gets a creative process started, and which induces a process of mapping (an) 

initial idea(s) into possible tracks that could be pursued.

‘SHAPES ON CONCRETE’

The point of departure of this work is a photograph, taken during a casual fashion-

image-hunt in a city (Paris), as described in the following:

Visiting museums, exhibitions, vintage stores, looking at the city, the streets, the 

architecture…  A collection of pins on a mood board, a search to parallel, to clash, to 

contrast one image with another in order to build on an idea for designing, for striving 
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towards a visual goal. Père Lachaise was one of the stops on the journey, where strange 

imprints of shapes on concrete stone were captured. A photo with absolutely nothing 

breath-taking or exciting, instead rather plain and quiet, not to say boring, but for all 

that, strangely inviting and leaving space for interpretation and projection. Shapes 

on concrete it was named, and it formed the point of departure for an exploratory 

series about body and dress in two dimensions – a series of photographic sketches, 

which could then serve as foundation for later three-dimensional development. The 

silhouette sketches in ‘SEEING EXPLORATIONS 1-3’ represent different ways of seeing 

and working with visual impulses from the photograph, and in consequence stimulate 

and motivate different possible themes to focus on, as well as manifold options of 

interpreting these.

Seeing starts as early as the point of departure during a creative process. The designer 

enters into a visual analysis when they need to select the starting point, as well as its 

aspect(s) or quality(s) that could be interesting to explore in relation to the human 

body. The expression and its potential are then tested in experiments. Experiments 

are a decisive factor for testing the value of seen qualities, since they not only propose 

design possibilities but also show how well a design element has been transformed, 

and if it is interesting enough to further explore its potential. 

Shapes on concrete can be seen as a map or template from which the creative process 

began. To begin is to decide. Some elements could be interesting for the development 

of form; others might be a valuable trigger for material ideas. Through a visual analysis 

of the image, a designer can search for and define the qualities that he/she considers to 

be interesting to elaborate. Possible points of focus could, for example, be the shapes, 

the lines, or the textures, but one could also examine the notion of fading, or structural 

aspects of the photograph (BEFORE SEEING).

The selected qualities were tested in experiments in which they were placed in relation 

to the human body. In the following experiments, the shapes of the image were placed 

in relation to the body in different manners, using various qualities and with the aim 

of finding diverse expressions (SEEING EXPLORATIONS 1-3).
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ThE mINd’S mIScEllaNY

The mind’s miscellany, as presented in the introduction, is a kind of mental storage 

unit, an aggregation of anything of interest and concern to the designer, drawn from 

anything from imagery, objects and expressions to feelings, qualities of a text or 

tone and trivial fragments, all the way down to complex working patterns (ways of 

working/methods); in short, anything the individual’s mind has absorbed. Retained 

items are individually divergent, and the process by which they were recorded varies 

fundamentally; while some may be of an abstract or fragmented character, others are 

clearly defined, down to the smallest detail. 

The mind’s miscellany is the centrepiece of a design process. At times it might be 

used very consciously, when one chooses to work from memory, captured imagery, or 

established working patterns. At other times, however, the mind’s miscellany might 

interweave unconsciously during a working process. 

Leonard B. Meyer describes the creative mind as follows:

“[T]he human mind – and the world seen through it – is considered to be an 

unorganized conglomeration of sensations, thoughts, memories, and affects whose 

relationships (if such exist) we can never really know’ (Meyer, 1967, pp. 80-81).

The visual memory has a large capacity, but is also lacking when it comes to the 

quality of recording. Josef Albers, for instance, refers to this inaccuracy in Articulation: 

Formulation, where he describes an insufficiency regarding the capability of the visual 

memory to recall a specific tone of red (Albers, 1963). 

Regarding the recall of things, one could thus say not only that no person absorbs the 

same thing as another, but that there is also a disparity regarding how one is able to 

memorise seen references with (or without) photographic precision. 

This, however, reflects an individual way of seeing, which is not identically reproducible 

by another mind or vision. Recordings are individually tuned, thus they become part 

of a way of seeing. This aspect of individuality (nobody sees the same thing in the same 

way) is highly valuable for designing, as any design team or creative environment 

thrives on this diversity, i.e. the different ways of seeing.

The miscellany is not only a large agglomeration of influences; it is a system that 

underlies a certain order of things. The human mind attempts to categorise, and draws 
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relations between things. The miscellany is a web of connections and/or relations that 

interact with the process of seeing and thinking whilst designing. Naturally, ‘patterns 

of seeing’ – in other words specific ways of seeing something – are informed by works 

that the designer created previously, and which form part of their habitual design 

vocabulary. 

This mental storage is thus on the one hand an auxiliary, when it comes to developing 

design ideas, and on the other hand obstructive, when it comes to challenge long 

established ways of seeing and create new ones.

This thesis describes the mind’s miscellany as the centrepiece for visualisation in a 

design process. With the recording of visuals and working/seeing patterns, it forms 

a great foundation of knowledge relating to the ‘what’ (subject) one can see and the 

‘how’ (ways/possibilities) one can see things, but it also informs regarding what has 

already been seen (done), and is in this sense a pivotal foundation for evaluation and 

judgement. 
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IdEaS

IDEAS THROUGH SEEING

The development of ideas is central to the design process. Any creative work builds on 

an idea, something that is seen and that in the continuation is developed towards a 

specific goal. In order to take that idea towards a goal, different possibilities for how it 

could be visualised are tested through experimentation. 

As has been discussed, the point of departure initiates ideas, which are then developed 

non-linearly. They are selected, tested, evaluated, eventually changed and finally 

rejected or accepted in two- as well as three-dimensional experimentation. 

The act of seeing something as, for example, a sketch or any other reference material 

is, first of all, a trigger for the derivation of ideas. The idea needs then to be tested 

in relation to the human body so as to evaluate its value for the design of a fashion 

silhouette or any other design brief. The possibilities regarding what can be seen in a 

reference sketch are extensive, and so a careful and precise mapping of ideas within 

the experiments becomes important. An experiment dealing with, for example, the 

idea of ‘lining’, could address questions of ‘form’ or ‘material’, as will be explicated in 

the following:

FORMING – MATERIALISING

Ideas in a design process are always related to two elementary concepts; ‘forming’ and 

‘materialising’. The former defines all acts related to the creation of form, while the 

latter relates to questions concerning material properties and use.

Any act of seeing in the design process is closely connected to questions of form(ing) 

and material(ising). Even if one is prioritised while the other is addressed more 

implicitly (secondarily), both ideas are essential.

Ideas such as, for example, ‘lineing’ or ‘layering’ are necessarily always built on the 

basis of form and material, and in this sense have a double direction, as they could 

be examined from the perspectives of either forming or materialising. This induces 

a complexity as regards the fact that ideas can be seen and explored differently, 

depending on which connections are being made. With ‘lineing’, for example, a line 

can be seen to be an element of form, i.e. when a set of lines creates a specific shape, 

but a line can also be explored from the point of view of materials, thinking about the 
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property of a material that produces a particular character of line. A fluid fabric thus 

affects different lines than a stiff, constructed one. Naturally, this in turn influences the 

creation of form. 

ONE IDEA HAS MANY FACES – ‘WHAT’ and ‘HOW’: THE KEY QUESTIONS OF SEEING 

IDEAS 

The explorations presented in this thesis represent examples of elementary acts of 

seeing. Two key questions thus become apparent; ‘what can be seen?’ and ‘how can 

something be seen?’ The ‘what’ refers to the initiation and selection of an idea(s), while 

the ‘how’ relates to the exploration of different possibilities stemming from that idea. 

The act of seeing based on a reference material (point of departure) deals first with 

the ‘what’, when a specific idea(s) is triggered and selected for further development. 

Development requires consideration of the possible focus points within one idea, and 

this is where the ‘how’ becomes important. 

The possible focus points of ‘lineing’, for example, could be:

 Lineing in the context of forming:

 Lineing from the perspective of lineing

 Lineing from the perspective of surfacing

 Lineing from the perspective of shaping

 

 Lineing could be composed of different principles:

 Lineing composed of straight lineing

 Lineing composed of curving

 Lineing composed of breaking
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 Lineing composed of transposing

 Etc…

 Lineing could be approached from other perspectives:

 Lineing approached as a graphical expression:

 Lineing seen from the perspective of printing

 Lineing seen from the perspective of colouring

 Lineing seen from the perspective of texturing

 Etc…

 Lineing approached from the perspective of proportioning:

 Lineing seen from the perspective of scaling

 Lineing seen from the perspective of distorting

 Lineing seen from the perspective of layering

 Etc…

There are thus different ways of approaching the ‘what’, different perspectives that can 

be seen within one foundational idea. The selection of what one sees and the decision 

to explore further through experimentation is essential to the eventual outcome - 

but even more so is the ‘how’ something can be seen. An investigation of lines in the 

context of, for example, ‘shaping’ can be done in many different ways, resulting in 

diverse expressions.

THE BRACKETING OF AN IDEA

In any idea development process, sub-ideas are present; in other words, an idea is built 

on not one, but several, aspects.
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As described above, an experiment dealing with the idea of ‘lining’ might also address 

questions of ‘forming’ or ‘materialising’. Within these two areas, secondary ideas might 

arise that the designer needs to deal with. ‘Lining’ from the perspective of ‘shaping’ 

raises material questions but, in addition, other concepts might be addressed, as for 

example voluming, proportioning, balancing, scaling, layering, etc. In order to deepen 

the exploration, it is useful to decide on one or several focus point(s), and to examine 

selected key ideas in isolation (bracketing). Naturally, other concepts stay present, but 

become subordinate. The concept of ‘bracketing’ an idea (Husserl, 2014, pp. 52-58) is 

a form of defining further limitations, which facilitates a focus on the development of 

experiments (DEEPENING OF SEEING EXPLORATION 1).

SKETCHING

As described above, all of the explorations in this thesis take the photograph Shapes 

on concrete as their point of departure. Elements or aspects were then selected 

from this template and related to the human body. The results are a series of 

photographic sketches in ‘SEEING EXPLORATIONS 1-3’ and ‘DEEPENING OF SEEING 

EXPLORATION 1’. These sketches in turn became a foundation for a further and more 

refined seeing with regard to ideas of dress. The interaction of body and dress that 

is created by superimposing the shapes of Shapes on concrete onto the human figure 

suggests further possibilities with regard to what can be seen in the sketch proposal. 

The sketch on the one hand initiates further imagination, but on the other imposes 

limitations. It represents a new set of visuals that still remains open, for interpretation 

and stimulation of seeing of ideas.

The sketches are at times presented as a single sketch, and at times as a series. A single 

sketch might suggest a different idea than sketches that are paralleled and composed 

as a series.
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RElaTIONS

SEEING IN FASHION DESIGN IS BUILDING RELATIONS BETWEEN BODY AND 

DRESS

The development and elaboration of ideas is closely intertwined with the forming of 

relations. The act of seeing employs itself with the building of relations. This happens 

at first at the point of departure, when references are selected. Often, designers use 

not one reference but several, which they have chosen to work with, often selected 

based on their potential relations. One intriguing example is the contrast (clash) of 

opposed references, but references can just as well be paralleled in a complementary 

manner (DEEPENING OF SEEING EXPLORATION 4). This collocation is an important 

trigger for ideas. 

John Berger reflects upon the meaning of an image in Ways of Seeing: “The meaning of 

an image is changed according to what one sees immediately beside it or what comes 

immediately after it.” (Berger, 1972, p.22).

In this thesis, the relations between body and dress are built in SEEING EXPLORATIONS 

1-3. Each sketch represents a new set of relations and, in consequence, offers different 

possibilities with regard to what can be seen in the sketch.

When an idea is explored in fashion, it needs to be related to the human body. When 

one, for example, examines the idea of ‘lineing’ in the context of ‘shaping’, a set of lines 

needs to be tested through experiments with, for example, different locations or scales 

on a body. Any silhouette proposal suggests a set of relations between body and dress. 

The act of seeing envisions relations that might be valuable to explore, focusing upon 

selected visual goals. Again, the ’Mind’s Miscellany’ plays an important role in this 

act, as it is a collection of recorded relations. These may be relations that have been 

tried before and proven successful, ones that build the right tension between ques-

tions of body and dress, or that have evolved into foundational working patterns in a 

designer’s vocabulary. 

Any idea is a fluctuating, variable set of relations in the designer’s vision. These rela-

tions need to be formulated in experiments, tested according to their value, strength, 

and/or originality, and explored with regard to their possibilities. An experiment, or in 

this thesis a suggestion of dress, is a visualised set of relations.
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John Cage reflects upon relationships in the context of art in an interview with Joan 

Retallack:

“Art is said to be involved with ideas – relationships – and also with certain sensuality. 

It appeals to the sense of looking. When you look, your mind goes into a state of finding 

relationships.” (Cage, 1996, cited in Basualdo & Battle & Tomkins, 2012, p. 233) ).
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dIScUSSION
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The research presented in this thesis discusses the act of seeing in the design process. 

As discussed in the preceding chapters, the act of seeing is an established one, and 

one which fashion designers perform subconsciously, rather than consciously, in the 

process. This work, however, proposes a systematic examination of the act of seeing 

in the fashion design process. It does so through a methodological framework which 

starts with the act of seeing, visually in the explorations, then moves on to reflect upon 

these practical studies in the theoretical part. The layers of the process parallel the 

layers of seeing that take place – from the point of departure to silhouette explorations 

and evaluations, all of which aim to define, develop, and eventually elaborate upon 

ideas. 

The classification of ideas could be compared to a branch-like structure, where one 

larger branch can stretch out to many smaller and divergent branches, rather than a 

linear structure. An idea such as ‘forming’ thus differs from an idea such as ‘lining’ or a 

concept like ‘layering’ from the point of view of assessment, as is discussed in the ‘IDEA’ 

section (primary/subsidiary ideas).

These ideas, presented through image (a silhouette sketch or series) and text (a verb) in 

this thesis, are then further explored with regard to different focus points (e.g. layering 

from the perspective of lining). These focus points could be of value to students who 

seek to further deepen and develop their own works, as the points may provide them 

with a heightened awareness of the subject at hand, or for practicing designers in the 

development of larger works such as collections, which might be built of several focus 

points or ideas. An awareness or sensitivity in regard to idea development might in 

consequence contribute to compositional aspects. Furthermore, the design process, 

and thus the underlying act of seeing, is often compromised by certain influences such 

as time, habits, etc., as when a vintage piece is used in a design process in order to 

influence a new piece of dress, and the exploration limits itself to a simple change of 

material or a reducing or adding of simple design parameters, rather than delving into 

and exploring the design possibilities and principles that the reference piece offers.

Therefore, this work suggests a deepening as well as a systematic approach to exploring 

the possibilities of ideas and, in continuation, a focus on specific visual goals. This is 

reflected in DEEPENING EXPLORATIONS 1-4, where one idea is mapped from various 

perspectives and design possibilities that point towards different visual outcomes have 

been generated.
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While there may be many possibilities regarding how this subject could be approached, 

this thesis suggests but one possible way of discussing the act of seeing: An initial 

proposition for reflecting upon the layers of seeing in the design process and the act 

of seeing per se. In order to intensify and further investigate the act of seeing, this 

research aims to explore the design ideas in a three-dimensional development.
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